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Abstract--- Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are prepared 

of sensor nodes with constrained battery life and diffusion 

potential. Routing protocols in wireless sensor networks 

(WSN) have been considerably investigated by researches. 

Wireless sense network have various challenges in which 

there is one security. Security is major concern in wireless 

sense network to improve security we try to enhancement 

the base station security by providing multipath routing 

technique. Multipath routing technique overcomes the 

various problems of single path routing as integrity, 

authentication, availability-resilience-self healing, and 

confidentiality by providing various multipath ways for the 

data transmission. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless Sensor Networks are efficiently place low cost, 

low processing power, less memory and incline energy 

resource networks. In topical years WSN found an 

extraordinary amount of applications in the lawn of both 

research and academics. In WSN, the nodes are called 

sensors which sagacity the data like heat up, dampness, 

clamor or sound, pressure soil assortment, actions of objects, 

stress levels, recognition of objects approximately and other 

properties from the adjoining and send this information to 

the base station for further analysis and decision making. 

WSN are mainly place in predictable environment where the 

sensor nodes suffer desolate and used for inquiry and 

monitoring. WSN finds a large consequence in the fields 

evocative of armed, traffic supervise, home computerization, 

healthcare applications and many civilian application areas. 

Since WSN sensor nodes are place in desolate and bumpy 

natural environment there are phenomenal number of 

security issues with them. Data transmitted in WSN should 

be fortified from unauthenticated and unauthorized nodes 

and attackers. We have to maintain the legality, sincerity 

and discretion of the data that is transmitted between the 

nodes of the network. Fraud may attack the network in many 

civilization as jampering and overcapacity the data packets 

affect the reliability, unauthorized access to the network 

(Eavesdropping), confess to be legal node to lock up the 

data. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Wireless Sensor network security is a critical issue in sensor 

network research. Ganesan et al propose a redundant 

multipath routing approach for a sensor network [4] in order 

to provide fault tolerance and reliable data dissemination. 

Deng et al. [12] propose to use multipath in sensor network 

to tolerate intrusions to sensor network. Chan et al. [21] 

propose to use multipath for the two nodes communication 

in sensor network. We have proposed a routing scheme that 

uses multiple paths and multiple base stations to tolerate the 

attacks to sensor node and base station. Paper [10] dealt with 

the simulation of two wireless sensor network localization 

algorithms: the weighted centroid localization algorithm and 

the iterative trilateration. The algorithm was simulated using 

a fixed number of sensors and a variable number of anchors. 

Three anchor deployment scenarios were used. In order to 

obtain a clear picture of the algorithm results average error 

were calculated. After observing the average errors obtained 

for the uniform and random anchor placement using the 

WCL algorithm, an improvement solution for the random 

placement was obtained. This solution, called hybrid 

approach, leads to significant error reduction, especially 

when using a small number of anchor nodes. Therefore it 

can be concluded that by using the hybrid approach the error 

introduced by the random anchor placement is reduced. This 

makes the new approach a favorable one. Staddon et. al [9] 

propose a protocol for base station to get neighbourhood 

information of sensor nodes. This protocol doesn’t consider 

the case of sensor node compromises. Deng et. al [12] use a 

secure network setup algorithm similar to our route 

discovery protocol, to find the network topology. Our 

routing protocol also differs from [12] in that it supports 

multiple base stations. [12] proposes multiple path routing to 

povide intrusion tolerance in sensor networks. However, 

[12] is based on single base station. 

III. MULTIPATH ROUTING PROTOCOL 

An imperative objective in constructing multiple outmoded 

routes is to diminish the harm a malicious node may impose. 

In finicky, a malevolent node has a superior opportunity of 

inflicting spoil on nearby nodes, for example by induction 

an attack. So, we prefer two sovereign paths in such a mode 

that the nodes in the two paths are far apart. For a sensor 

node A, this is done as follows. The first path from A to the 

nearby base station is elected using the breadth-first search 

shortest path algorithm. To conclude the second path, three 

sets of nodes, X
1
, X

2
, and X

3 
are first constructed. X

1 
is the 

set of nodes belonging to the first path, X
2 
is the set of nodes 

belonging to X
1 

and any neighbor nodes of the nodes in X
1
, 

and X
3 

is the set of nodes belonging X
2 

and any neighbor 

nodes of the nodes in X
2
. All three sets exclude a or the base 

station. The second path is then computed as follows. 

1. Remove all nodes in X
3 

from the network, and find the 

shortest path from A to a base station. If such a path is 

found, terminate the computation. The path found it is 

the second path.  

2. Remove all nodes in X
2 

from the original network. Find 

the shortest path from A to a base station. If such a path 

is found, terminate the computation. The path found it 

is the second path.  

3. Remove all nodes in X
1 

from the original network. Find 

the shortest path from A to a base station. If such a path 

is found, it is the second path. Otherwise, there is no 

second path from A to the base station.  

      A fascinating question is which base station should 

be elected for the second path? There are at least two diverse 

strategies possible here. In the first approach, the second 

path is select based on the method describe above, 

irrespective of which base position it leads to. In finicky, the 

second preventable path may lead to the equivalent base 
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station as the first path. In the second strategy, the second 

path is chosen based on the method describe above, but with 

a supplementary constriction that this corridor must lead to a 

diverse base station than the base station in the first path. If 

such a second path cannot be found, then we lapse back to 

the first approach. Thus, if the second tactic is used, some 

sensor nodes may have outmoded paths foremost to diverse 

bases stations, while others may have outmoded paths 

foremost to the same base station. Finally, depending on the 

network topology, it is undeniably doable that no second 

outmoded path is initiate for several sensor nodes. In that 

case, the recent execution maintains only a single path. After 

computing the disused paths and forwarding tables for each 

node, meticulous base stations proliferate these tables to the 

meticulous nodes in a breadth-first manner. A base station 

first sends the forwarding tables of all nodes that are its 

abrupt neighbors. It then sends the forwarding tables of 

nodes that are at a distance of two hops from it, and so on. 

This instrument shrewdly uses the outmoded routing 

apparatus just built to dole out the forwarding tables. 

Standard security techniques such as those proposed in can 

be used to distribute these forwarding tables in a secure 

manner. 

IV. SIMULATED RESULTS 

Simulation Of The Approach In Done On Matlab. Here In 

Step By Step Presentation Of The Mutlipath Routing 

Approach Simulation On Matlab. In The Figure 2 It Shows 

Node Deployment Where The User Will Enter The Number 

Of Sensor Nodes To Be Deployed. 

 
Fig. 1: Node deployment 

In the simulation shown below (figure 3) after 

nodes are deployed now we select started node and 

destination node, the sender node will become starting Node 

and will send request for authentication to each node. 

 
Fig. 2: Nodes defined 

Various nodes creating various paths for the 

transmission of data or packets and also calculating the cost 

of the path which we will select for the transmission of data 

as shown figure 4 multipath ways. 

 
Fig. 4: multipath process 

In this figure 5 the starting nodes and destination  

node selected by the user and the cost. The path is shown on 

which the data will transmitted through to the destination. 

 
Fig. 5: path selection 

V. CONCLUSION 

Security is one of the key concerns in Wireless Sensor 

Networks because of the network deployment. Impostor can 

assail the network in many ways, it could be physical or by 

gaining access to real node. A large amount of security 

mechanisms are purposed in Wireless Sensor Network out 

of which one is multipath routing technique. In the thesis 

enhanced the security of base station with adding multipath 

routing method. We simulated the environment in various 

situations that is network with mesh network, with single 

path, and with the multi-path . With the results we have seen 

that the cost, speed and the energy. Hence, it secures the 

network more than the existing single path technique. 
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